


behaviour , Concordance Study behaviour , 1TI , 3:2 behaviour , 1SA , 21:13 behaviour , PS , 34:1 behaviour , 
TIT , 2:3



behaviour 2887 # kosmios {kos'-mee-os}; from 2889 (in its primary sense); orderly, i.e. decorous: -- of good 
{behaviour}, modest.[ql behaviour 2688 # katastema {kat-as'-tay-mah}; from 2525; properly, a position or 
condition, i.e. (subjectively) demeanor: -- {behaviour}.[ql



behaviour Interlinear Index Study behaviour 1SA 021 013 And he changed <08138 +shanah > his {behaviour} 
<02940 +ta before <05869 + them , and feigned himself mad <01984 +halal > in their hands <03027 +yad > , and 
scrabbled <08427 +tavah > on <05921 + the doors <01817 +deleth > of the gate <08179 +sha , and let his spittle 
<07388 +riyr > fall <03381 +yarad > down <03381 +yarad > upon his beard <02206 +zaqan > . behaviour PSA 
034 001 . [ A Psalm ] of David <01732 +David > , when he changed <08138 +shanah > his {behaviour} <02940 
+ta before <06440 +paniym > Abimelech <40> ; who drove him away <01644 +garash > , and he departed 
<03212 +yalak > . I will bless <01288 +barak > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > at all <03605 +kol > times 
<06256 + : his praise <08416 +t@hillah > [ shall ] continually <08548 +tamiyd > [ be ] in my mouth <06310 
+peh > . behaviour 1TI 003 002 A bishop <1985 -episkopos -> then <3767 - oun -> must <1163 -dei -> be 
blameless <0483 -antilego -> , the husband <0435 -aner -> of one <3391 -mia -> wife <1135 -gune -> , vigilant 
<3524 -nephaleos -> , sober <4998 -sophron -> , of good {behaviour} <2887 -kosmios -> , given to hospitality 
<5382 - philoxenos -> , apt <1317 -didaktikos -> to teach <1317 - didaktikos -> ; behaviour TIT 002 003 The 
aged <4247 -presbutis -> women <4247 - presbutis -> likewise <5615 -hosautos -> , that [ they be ] in 
{behaviour} <2688 -katastema -> as becometh <2412 -hieroprepes - > holiness <2412 -hieroprepes -> , not false 
<1228 -diabolos -> accusers <1228 -diabolos -> , not given <1402 -douloo -> to much <4183 -polus -> wine 
<3631 -oinos -> , teachers <2567 - kalodidaskalos -> of good <2567 -kalodidaskalos -> things ;



behaviour as becometh holiness he changed his behaviour before them <1SA21 -:13 > when he changed his 
behaviour before abimelech 



KJV Bible Word Studies for BEHAVIOUR



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

behaviour 2688 # katastema {kat-as'-tay-mah}; from 2525; properly, a position or condition, i.e. 
(subjectively) demeanor: -- {behaviour}. 

behaviour 2887 # kosmios {kos'-mee-os}; from 2889 (in its primary sense); orderly, i.e. decorous: -- of good 
{behaviour}, modest. 

behaviour 2940 ## ta`am {tah'-am}; from 2938; properly, a taste, i.e. (figuratively) perception; by 
implication, intelligence; transitively, a mandate: -- advice, {behaviour}, decree, discretion, judgment, 
reason, taste, understanding. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

behaviour 02940 ## ta` am {tah'- am} ; from 02938 ; properly , a taste , i . e . (figuratively) perception ; by 
implication , intelligence ; transitively , a mandate : -- advice , {behaviour} , decree , discretion , judgment , 
reason , taste , understanding . 

behaviour 2688 - katastema {kat-as'-tay-mah}; from 2525; properly, a position or condition, i.e. 
(subjectively) demeanor: -- {behaviour}. 

behaviour 2887 - kosmios {kos'-mee-os}; from 2889 (in its primary sense); orderly, i.e. decorous: -- of good 
{behaviour}, modest. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2688 + that they be in behaviour +/ . katastema {kat-as'-tay-mah}; from 2525 + made + ruler + maketh + be
made + they make + him ruler + hath made + were made + shall make + and ordain + thee ruler + is 
ordained + and he made + and didst set + we may appoint + things I will make + And they that conducted +
unto you that he will make + unto you That he shall make +/ ; properly, a position or condition, i .e . 
(subjectively) demeanor: --behaviour . 

2887 + in modest + of good behaviour +/ . kosmios {kos'-mee-os}; from 2889 + the world 2889- the world 
2889- world + world s + a world + adorning + The world + the world + is the world + In the world + of the 
world + to the world + in the world + And the world + not the world + but the world + and the world + 
upon the world + with the world + from the world + unto the world + on in the world + are in the world + 
was in the world + not of the world + out of the world + not for the world + they of the world + were in the 
world + and that the world + but that the world + is it in the world + But that the world + but is of the 
world + He was in the world + while and the world + things of the world + me out of the world + in us that 
the world + that is in the world + by him and the world + ye were of the world + them out of the world + 
They are of the world + that are in the world + ye are not of the world + he that is in the world + unto you 
not as the world + they are not of the world + They are not of the world + for the things of the world + I was
with them in the world + unto me and I unto the world + unto us and not unto the world + the things that 
are in the world + for the things that are of the world +/ (in its primary sense); orderly, i .e . decorous: --of 
good behaviour, modest . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

4 - behaviour 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

behaviour 2688 ** katastema ** {behaviour}.

behaviour 2887 ** kosmios ** of good {behaviour}, modest.

behaviour 2940 -- ta\am -- advice, {behaviour}, decree, discretion, judgment,reason, taste, understanding.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

behaviour 2688 katastema * {behaviour} , {2688 katastema } , 2887 kosmios ,

behaviour 2887 kosmios * {behaviour} , 2688 katastema , {2887 kosmios } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* behaviour , 2688 , 2887 ,

- behaviour , 2940 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

behaviour - 2688 {behaviour},

behaviour - 2887 {behaviour}, modest,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

behaviour 1Sa_21_13 # And he changed his behaviour before them, and feigned himself mad in their hands,
and scrabbled on the doors of the gate, and let his spittle fall down upon his beard.

behaviour 1Ti_03_02 # A bishop then must be blameless, the husband of one wife, vigilant, sober, of good 
behaviour, given to hospitality, apt to teach;

behaviour Psa_34_01 # [A Psalm] of David, when he changed his behaviour before Abimelech; who drove 
him away, and he departed. I will bless the LORD at all times: his praise [shall] continually [be] in my 
mouth.

behaviour Tit_02_03 # The aged women likewise, that [they be] in behaviour as becometh holiness, not false
accusers, not given to much wine, teachers of good things;



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

behaviour as becometh Tit_02_03 # The aged women likewise, that [they be] in behaviour as becometh 
holiness, not false accusers, not given to much wine, teachers of good things;

behaviour before Abimelech Psa_34_01 # [A Psalm] of David, when he changed his behaviour before 
Abimelech; who drove him away, and he departed. I will bless the LORD at all times: his praise [shall] 
continually [be] in my mouth.

behaviour before them 1Sa_21_13 # And he changed his behaviour before them, and feigned himself mad in
their hands, and scrabbled on the doors of the gate, and let his spittle fall down upon his beard.

behaviour given to 1Ti_03_02 # A bishop then must be blameless, the husband of one wife, vigilant, sober, 
of good behaviour, given to hospitality, apt to teach;



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

behaviour as becometh holiness Tit_02_03 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

behaviour ^ Tit_02_03 / behaviour /^as becometh holiness, not false accusers, not given to much wine, 
teachers of good things; 

behaviour ^ Psa_34_01 / behaviour /^before Abimelech; who drove him away, and he departed. I will bless 
the LORD at all times: his praise [shall] continually [be] in my mouth. 

behaviour ^ 1Sa_21_13 / behaviour /^before them, and feigned himself mad in their hands, and scrabbled 
on the doors of the gate, and let his spittle fall down upon his beard. 

behaviour ^ 1Ti_03_02 / behaviour /^given to hospitality, apt to teach; 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

behaviour ......... of good behaviour 2887 -kosmios-> 

behaviour ......... that they be in behaviour 2688 -katastema-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

behaviour Psa_34_01 [A Psalm] of David, when he changed his {behaviour} before Abimelech; who drove 
him away, and he departed. I will bless the LORD at all times: his praise [shall] continually [be] in my 
mouth. 

behaviour 1Ti_03_02 A bishop then must be blameless, the husband of one wife, vigilant, sober, of good 
{behaviour}, given to hospitality, apt to teach; 

behaviour 1Sa_21_13 And he changed his {behaviour} before them, and feigned himself mad in their hands,
and scrabbled on the doors of the gate, and let his spittle fall down upon his beard. 

behaviour Tit_02_03 The aged women likewise, that [they be] in {behaviour} as becometh holiness, not false
accusers, not given to much wine, teachers of good things; 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

behaviour ^ 1Ti_03_02 A bishop <1985> then <3767> must <1163> (5748) be <1511> (5750) blameless 
<0423>, the husband <0435> of one <3391> wife <1135>, vigilant <3524>, sober <4998>, of good 
{behaviour} <2887>, given to hospitality <5382>, apt to teach <1317>; 

behaviour ^ Tit_02_03 The aged women <4247> likewise <5615>, that they be in <1722> {behaviour} 
<2688> as becometh holiness <2412>, not <3361> false accusers <1228>, not <3361> given <1402> (5772) to 
much <4183> wine <3631>, teachers of good things <2567>; 



eBibleSoftware Engineering
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

behaviour 1Sa_21_13 And he changed (08138 +shanah ) his {behaviour} (02940 +ta(am ) before (05869 +(ayin ) them , and feigned himself mad (01984 +halal ) in their hands (03027 +yad ) , and scrabbled (08427 +tavah ) 
on (05921 +(al ) the doors (01817 +deleth ) of the gate (08179 +sha(ar ) , and let his spittle (07388 +riyr ) fall (03381 +yarad ) down (03381 +yarad ) upon his beard (02206 +zaqan ) . 

behaviour 1Ti_03_02 A bishop (1985 -episkopos -) then (3767 -oun -) must (1163 -dei -) be blameless (0483 -antilego -) , the husband (0435 -aner -) of one (3391 -mia -) wife (1135 -gune -) , vigilant (3524 -nephaleos -) , sober 
(4998 -sophron -) , of good {behaviour} (2887 -kosmios -) , given to hospitality (5382 -philoxenos -) , apt (1317 -didaktikos -) to teach (1317 -didaktikos -) ; 

behaviour Psa_34_01 . [ A Psalm ] of David (01732 +David ) , when he changed (08138 +shanah ) his {behaviour} (02940 +ta(am ) before (06440 +paniym ) Abimelech (40) ; who drove him away (01644 +garash ) , and he 
departed (03212 +yalak ) . I will bless (01288 +barak ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) at all (03605 +kol ) times (06256 +(eth ):his praise (08416 +t@hillah ) [ shall ] continually (08548 +tamiyd ) [ be ] in my mouth (06310 
+peh ) . 

behaviour Tit_02_03 The aged (4247 -presbutis -) women (4247 -presbutis -) likewise (5615 -hosautos -) , that [ they be ] in {behaviour} (2688 -katastema -) as becometh (2412 -hieroprepes -) holiness (2412 -hieroprepes -) , 
not false (1228 -diabolos -) accusers (1228 -diabolos -) , not given (1402 -douloo -) to much (4183 -polus -) wine (3631 -oinos -) , teachers (2567 -kalodidaskalos -) of good (2567 -kalodidaskalos -) things ; 
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* behaviour , 2688 katastema , 2887 kosmios , behaviour -2688 {behaviour}, behaviour -2887 {behaviour}, 
modest, behaviour -2940 advice , {behaviour} , decree , discretion , judgment , reason , taste , understanding , 
behaviour 2940 -- ta\am -- advice, {behaviour}, decree, discretion, judgment,reason, taste, understanding. 
behaviour 2688 ** katastema ** {behaviour}. behaviour 2887 ** kosmios ** of good {behaviour}, modest. 
behaviour ......... of good behaviour 2887 -kosmios-> behaviour ......... that they be in behaviour 2688 -katastema->
behaviour 2940 ## ta> I will bless the LORD at all times : his praise shall continually be in my mouth . behaviour 
021 013 ISa /^{behaviour /before them, and feigned himself mad in their hands , and scrabbled on the doors of the
gate , and let his spittle fall down upon his beard . behaviour 003 002 ITi /${behaviour /given to hospitality , apt to
teach ; behaviour 4 - behaviour , Concordance Study behaviour , 1TI , 3:2 behaviour , 1SA , 21:13 behaviour , PS 
, 34:1 behaviour , TIT , 2:3 behaviour 2887 # kosmios {kos'-mee-os}; from 2889 (in its primary sense); orderly, 
i.e. decorous: -- of good {behaviour}, modest.[ql behaviour 2688 # katastema {kat-as'-tay-mah}; from 2525; 
properly, a position or condition, i.e. (subjectively) demeanor: -- {behaviour}.[ql behaviour Interlinear Index 
Study behaviour 1SA 021 013 And he changed <08138 +shanah > his {behaviour} <02940 +ta before <05869 +
them , and feigned himself mad <01984 +halal > in their hands <03027 +yad > , and scrabbled <08427 +tavah > 
on <05921 + the doors <01817 +deleth > of the gate <08179 +sha , and let his spittle <07388 +riyr > fall <03381 
+yarad > down <03381 +yarad > upon his beard <02206 +zaqan > . behaviour PSA 034 001 . [ A Psalm ] of 
David <01732 +David > , when he changed <08138 +shanah > his {behaviour} <02940 +ta before <06440 
+paniym > Abimelech <40> ; who drove him away <01644 +garash > , and he departed <03212 +yalak > . I will 
bless <01288 +barak > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > at all <03605 +kol > times <06256 + : his praise <08416 
+t@hillah > [ shall ] continually <08548 +tamiyd > [ be ] in my mouth <06310 +peh > . behaviour 1TI 003 002 A 
bishop <1985 -episkopos -> then <3767 - oun -> must <1163 -dei -> be blameless <0483 -antilego -> , the 
husband <0435 -aner -> of one <3391 -mia -> wife <1135 -gune -> , vigilant <3524 -nephaleos -> , sober <4998 -
sophron -> , of good {behaviour} <2887 -kosmios -> , given to hospitality <5382 - philoxenos -> , apt <1317 -
didaktikos -> to teach <1317 - didaktikos -> ; behaviour TIT 002 003 The aged <4247 -presbutis -> women <4247
- presbutis -> likewise <5615 -hosautos -> , that [ they be ] in {behaviour} <2688 -katastema -> as becometh 
<2412 -hieroprepes - > holiness <2412 -hieroprepes -> , not false <1228 -diabolos -> accusers <1228 -diabolos -> 
, not given <1402 -douloo -> to much <4183 -polus -> wine <3631 -oinos -> , teachers <2567 - kalodidaskalos -> 
of good <2567 -kalodidaskalos -> things ; behaviour as becometh holiness he changed his behaviour before them 
<1SA21 -:13 > when he changed his behaviour before abimelech behaviour <1SA21 -13> And he changed his 
{behaviour} before them, and feigned himself mad in their hands, and scrabbled on the doors of the gate, and let 
his spittle fall down upon his beard. behaviour A Psalm] of David, when he changed his {behaviour} before 
Abimelech; who drove him away, and he departed. I will bless the LORD at all times: his praise [shall] 
continually [be] in my mouth. behaviour <1TI3 -2> A bishop then must be blameless, the husband of one wife, 
vigilant, sober, of good {behaviour}, given to hospitality, apt to teach; behaviour The aged women likewise, that 
they be] in {behaviour} as becometh holiness, not false accusers, not given to much wine, teachers of good things;



* behaviour , 2688 katastema , 2887 kosmios ,



behaviour -2688 {behaviour}, behaviour -2887 {behaviour}, modest,



behaviour -2940 advice , {behaviour} , decree , discretion , judgment , reason , taste , understanding ,



behaviour 2940 -- ta\am -- advice, {behaviour}, decree, discretion, judgment,reason, taste, understanding. 
behaviour 2688 ** katastema ** {behaviour}. behaviour 2887 ** kosmios ** of good {behaviour}, modest.





behaviour ......... of good behaviour 2887 -kosmios-> behaviour ......... that they be in behaviour 2688 -katastema->



behaviour 2940 ## ta
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behaviour Tit_02_03 /${behaviour /as becometh holiness , not false accusers , not given to much wine , teachers 
of good things ; behaviour Psa_34_01 /^{behaviour /before Abimelech ; who drove him away , and he departed 
.>> I will bless the LORD at all times : his praise shall continually be in my mouth . behaviour 1Sa_21_13 
/^{behaviour /before them, and feigned himself mad in their hands , and scrabbled on the doors of the gate , and 
let his spittle fall down upon his beard . behaviour 1Ti_03_02 /${behaviour /given to hospitality , apt to teach ;



behaviour 4 -



behaviour <1SA21 -13> And he changed his {behaviour} before them, and feigned himself mad in their hands, 
and scrabbled on the doors of the gate, and let his spittle fall down upon his beard. behaviour A Psalm] of David, 
when he changed his {behaviour} before Abimelech; who drove him away, and he departed. I will bless the 
LORD at all times: his praise [shall] continually [be] in my mouth. behaviour <1TI3 -2> A bishop then must be 
blameless, the husband of one wife, vigilant, sober, of good {behaviour}, given to hospitality, apt to teach; 
behaviour The aged women likewise, that they be] in {behaviour} as becometh holiness, not false accusers, not 
given to much wine, teachers of good things;
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